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I N T R O D U C T I O N 
Islamic sc ience Is claimed to be an a l t ernat ive 
model t o western science* I t has been dl££erent ly 
defined* Interpreted and analysed by i t s many expo-
nents and fonnulators v i z . "what i s Islamic Science ?** 
How i s i t defined* 7 "Why t o have an Islamic Science?** 
etc* I t i s only l a t er that d i f ferent de f in i t i ons and 
interpretat ion of 'Islamic Science* may be analysed 
and c r i t i c a l l y examined. 
I t i s l e s s than a decade s ince Islamic Science 
has appeared as an i n t e l l e c t u a l construct . However, 
currently i t i s gaining rapid momentum* Islamic Science 
does not mean Islamized s c i ence . Islam enjoins that 
value of science must be determined on the basis of 
the Quran and Hadith. 
Islamic s c i e n t i s t s claim that Islam provides 
the most s tab le s e t of axioms man could possibly need 
in s c i e n t i f i c enterprises and explorations as well as 
in the shaping of human futxire* To support the ir claim 
Islamic s c i e n t i s t s discuss as an evidence the emer-
gence of the Muslims S c i e n t i f i c s tudies during the 
European dark a g e s , with b e l i e f in reve lat ion and 
proptetic •xperienc*. This Intellectual heritage spread 
within a remarkably short time over three continents 
(Europe. Africa, Asia)* A body of scientific knowledge 
was provided in this culture and consequently great seats 
of learning emergered at places as far apart as Cordova* 
Istanbul. Baghdad. Cairo. Damascus. Tashkant. Bukhara. 
Bandar Achch. Kota Batu (Bruni). Java and Beijing. The 
contributions of Muslims to physics, chemistry, medicine, 
astronomy, mathematics, geography, geology, botany, 
zoology and philosophy are well known to the historians 
of science. 
It is true that Islam inherited certain aspects 
of the world scientifc heritage such as mathematJLcal. 
astronomical and medical science, which were unknown 
to the west. Medieval muslims inherited virtually the 
whole corpus of Aristotelian science including tlie works 
of his Alexandrian commentators. Neo-platonic cosmology, 
most of the important scientific achievements of Alexan-
dria and the more esoteric strands of Greek science 
associated with both Fythagorcanism and Hsimerticism. 
Moreover Muslim scientists were acquainted very early 
in the history of Islam, with Sassanid astronomy and 
pharmacology and the Indian science especially medicine, 
astronomy find mathematics. They also obtained knowledge 
of certain aspects of Babylonian science* that were not 
accessible even to the Greeks. 
The history of science tells that In the pire-
christian era science attained splendour In Greecei then 
It was transmitted to MUSIIJBS and after the fall of Muslims 
It got trans fared to Europe. The entire material progress 
registered by Europe contemporaneously has been possible 
and thanks to due to their Indebtedness to Muslims. Their 
mastery of scientific developments \fhlch Is being paraded 
as European renaissance Is the fruit of the endeavours 
of Muslims. It appears that science In Its entire history 
has been In the hands of three civilizations one after 
anothers the Greeks* the Muslims and the Europeans. No 
doubt Egypt, Syria, India and china had also made consi-
derable contributions to the development of science. 
However, relatively speaking, their role has been periphe-
ral rather than central in the development of scientific 
knowledge. It were the Muslims who passed on the scientific 
achievements of these alongwith their own significant 
contributions developing a scientific method to the 
westerners. But the historians of scienoe, mostly 
Europeans, have projected a biased and one sided picture 
of the development of science maintaining that Muslims 
acquired knowledge of sciences from Greeks and translated 
it with certain additions to th* traasur* of aciantifio 
knowledge and thereafter handed it over to Europe directly 
in the form of recorded material. However* the toiased 
authors of the history of science hold, of course• with 
a view to 4nphasise their o«m proprietory rights on 
science that muslin merely translated the Greek scienti-
fic literature into Arabic and through this language the 
literature reached Europe where it %fas retranslated into 
Latin and other European languages. 
Historically speaking, a large number of European 
students are recorded to have completed their studies in 
the Muslim Universities of Spain. Roger Bacon who Is 
considered to be the father of modem science did receive 
his education in Spain. Copernicus, who forwerded his 
revolutionary coemological theories in 1543, also bene-
fited from the researches of the Muslim scholars* Till 
the sixteenth century* the books of Muslim scholars 
such as Ibn-e-Sinas al-Qahuh al-tibb« (Cannon of medicine) 
Jabir-ibn Hayyan's Kitab-al-Mawazaim (Book of balance), 
Xbn-al-Haitham*s Kitab-al-Manazir (Book of optics) and 
Zakaria-al-Razi's Kitab-al-Mangur (Liber-al-Mansur) were 
translated into Latin and continued to be the part of 
the curricula of the western Universities. 
One o£ the latis o£ lbn-al-Haithain» a physicist 
of BMdieval tines, is well known to the students of 
physics to day isi "The incidentary and the reflected 
ray maka equal angles with the normal at the surface of 
reflection**. 
Seme European writers do freely admit that modern 
science is the legacy of the Muslins» Robert Briffault 
in his valuable book; The making of humanity, writest 
** the patient ways of investigation, the 
accumulation of positive knowledge and minute methods 
of science detailed and prolonged observations and expari-
mental anq^lry were altogether alien to Greek tempera-
ment. Hhat we call science arose in Europe as a result 
of new spirit of enqyiry, of new methods of experiment, 
observation, measurement, of the development of mathematics, 
in a form unknown to the Greeks. That spirit and those 
methods were introduced into the European world by the 
Arabs.*'^ 
Islamic science is neither parochial nor a trans-
ient manifestation of a culture. It Is universal. Its 
Universality is derived from its world view that is 
deeply embeded in the message of Islam. The world view 
of Islamic science is neither axiomatically empiricistio 
nor dogmatibally metaphysical. On the contrary, it is 
due to the inherent balance of these t«ro patterns of 
thought, accomodated by Islamic science, that the confl-
icts of revelation and reason have remained alien to the 
spirit of Islamic science. Furthermore, it can be argued 
that this privileged status of Islamic science is a 
corollary of its uncompromising stand on Tawhid. 
The cultivation of Islamic science depended 
upon a vast education system which embraced both formal 
and infozmal sciences, leading to dissemination and 
transmission of knowledge in all its forms. Muslim inte-
llectual authorities sought to integrate them into the 
Islamic scheme of the hierarchy of knowledge. And that 
is why the greatest Muslim gnostics, philosophers and 
scientists from Al-Kindi, Al-Parabi and Ibn-Sina to 
Al-Ohassali, Hasir-al-Din JusI and Mulla fadra were 
concerned with the qtiestion of the classification of the 
sciences* 
Modern science was considered as the tmly valid 
science of nature and the question of the parallel deve-
lopment of science in another civilization was rarely 
posed. It is only now when the horror of modem atomic 
%«ttr and ecological disaster brought about by the 
application o£ modern science along with the unprece-
dented alienation o£ man from Ood» nature and himself 
have became manifest to everyone that one may e w r ask 
about parallel developments of science elsewhere. Prof. 
Hossein Masr in his brilliant studies points out that 
there is an Islamic alterantive to Western Science. 
ei 
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CHAPTER - I 
Medieval Muallm's Contribution bo Science 
(Mathsmatica, astronomy* medicine, geography. Physics, 
and chemistry) 
Neither Greeks nor Romans were the prioneers of 
modern science. Islam invented and developed scientific 
method. Muslim scholars were the torch bearers of civi-
lization and culture. Their activity in study in science 
and arts was of greater significance than that of any 
other nation in the medieval iieriod* So there is no option 
to learn modern science without referring to the medieval 
times and the works of Muslim scholars and the Muslim 
world. Polymathy was the hallmark of Muslim culture at 
that time* The Muslim philosophers* contribution to science 
%«as remarkable. Their contribution to mathematics» Physics 
chemistry, astronomy, geoiraphy, medicine, zoology,botany 
and philosophy was known to the historians of science. 
At the beginning we shall startly discussing the 
Muslim philosopher's contribution to mathematics and 
astronomy s 
In general it is believed that the Greek developed 
the systematic study of knowledge. But it is not true* 
Because the Greeks inherited scientific knowledge from 
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their oriental predecessors especially the Egyptians, 
Babylonians, Chinese and Indians• The historians o£ 
science hold that 8clentl£lc knowledge made a sudden leap 
fronvthe first/seventh to the eight/fourteenth century 
represented by the era o£ the Muslims. The later develop-
ment of researches o£ Muslim and nonmusllm scholars %*«s 
highlighted in the works of Muslims in the various branches 
o£ science* In the field of math«natics and astronomy 
Muslims' contribution is very high. No other nation 
have ever before attained such accomplishments. In this 
context, Moritz Cantor, who has written an encyclopedic 
history of mathematics in the German language, irrotet 
**That a people who for centuries together were closed 
to all the cultural influences from their nelgh):>ours, 
who themselves did not influence others during ull this 
time, iidio then all of a sudden Imposed their faith, their 
la«(8 and their language on other nations to an extent 
which has no parallel in history - all this is eiuch 
extraordinary phenomenon that it is worthwhile to inves-
tigate its causes. At the same time we can be sure that 
this sudden outbrust of intellectual maturity could not 
have originated to itself."^ It is not possible to give 
an account of the work done by each and every Muslim 
11 
scholar* yfa w i l l glv« a brle£ account of only tha important 
contributions of th« famous Muslim mathematiciaas and 
astronomars• 
In the second/eighth century the study of ar i the -
raatic was taken up by Arabs. They f i r s t systematized the 
use of Hindu numerals* The rapid progress of mathematics 
i n tha subsequent ages could not have tahen place without 
the \ise of numerals part icular ly zero* So without zero a l l 
the simple ca lcu la t ions become trouble some. The use of 
zero in the arithematic was f i r s t invented by M-Khwarizmi 
in the th ird /n inth century* The Arabs developed the method 
of solving the a lgebric problems arithematlcally» Al-
Biruni , Zbn-Sina* Ibn-al-Samh* Huhamnad Ibn Husain al-> 
Karkhi are some of the famous arithenatician* Th«»y worked 
on higher theory of numbers and developed variouti types 
of numbers such ast 
**(i) Tamm (perfect numbers); i . e * those wliich are 
equal t o the sum of the ir d iv i sors* e*g* * 6a>l-f2-f3. 
( i i ) Muta'adilan (equivalent) ; i*e* two numbers; the 
sum of the d iv i sors of which i s the same* <i.g. 39 
and 55 t l-i-3^13 « 1+5+11. 
( i i i ) Mutahabban (amicable numbers)* i . e . * two s\ich 
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numbers In trfiLch the sum o£ the d i v i s o r s of one I s 
equal t o t h e other* e . g . , 220 and 284t 14-24-44'71-f 142 
m 220 . 
l4'2-h4-t-54>10<fll-l-20-i-22-»>44-i'55-i-ll0 - 284 
( Iv ) Muthal lathat ( t r i a n g u l a r numbers)» e . g . , the numbers 
1 * 3 » 6 . 1 0 , 1 5 , 2 1 , 2 8 , 3 6 , 4 5 which are the sum oE the 
£lrst one, first two, first three, first four and so 
2 
on, natural nunbers." 
After a r i t h e m a t i c , a lgebra played an important r o l e 
i n mathematics **Al-khwarizmI conce ived of the number as 
a pure r e l a t i o n i n the modem s e n s e t h a t the s c i e n c e of 
a lgebra could take i t s o r i g i n . " So the development of 
a lgebra i s one of the g r e a t %rorks of the Muslims.. "Al-
Kh«farizmi h imse l f formulated and s o l v e d the a l g e b r i c 
4 
equat ion of the f i r s t and second d e g r e e . " . He a l s o for 
the f i r s t t ime pointedout t h a t quadrat ic equat ion has two 
r o o t s . Abu' Kamil Shuja'al-^Misri developed the r e a l roo t s 
of the quadric equat ions and t h e i r i n t e r p r e t a t i o n . Al -
Biruni introduced the idea of ' funct ion* which has become 
the most important concept i n modern mathematics . Abu 
Bakr al-Karkhi wrote an important t r e a t i s e on a lgebra 
e n t i t l e d Al -Fakhr i . 
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Th« OreekB inwnted the Oeometry. l a t e r t))e Arabs 
translated, the works of Greek gecnetr i t lans In t l ie lr own 
language. Muslins made certa in new d i s c o v e r i e s . The three 
brothers Muhamnad, Ahmad and Hasan considered as the 
great pioneers In t h i s domain. "The discovered a method 
of t r i s e c t i n g an angle by the geometry of motion .^  thus 
connecting geometry with mechanics." They a l so worked 
i n the f i e l d of mensuration a l s o . Abu al-Wa£a, al-Kuhl 
and others developed a new method of geometry which solved 
the problem of algebraic equation of a higher degree. 
'*Al-1^hI solved the problems of Archimedes and Apollonlus 
by employing t h i s new method. Abu Kamll Shuja al-Haslb 
al-Mlsri invest igated geometrical f igures of f i v e and 
ten s ides (pentagon and decagon) by algebraic methods.** 
The l a t e r Muslim mathematicians developed geometry on a 
higher plane that no other nation had done ever before, 
i t i s well knotm that each sc ience or log ica l system such 
as Euclidean geometry have some assert ions or some 
postulates which are accepted without any proof. Naslr 
al-Din Tusi point out the weakness of the Euclldu theory 
of the p a r a l l e l s . 
The Arabs developed the trigonometry funct ions , 
both plane and spher ica l . Al-*Khwarlzral compiled the 
trigonometric t a b l e , l a t er I t was translated in to Latin 
14 
by Adelard of Bath in 520/1126. 
**AI-Battani conpleted the introduction of tangent 
and cotangents in trigonometry and gave a table of 
contangents by degree. He knew the relation betwtien the 
sidea and angles of sj^ierical triangle which we express 
7 
by the formula, ** 
Cos a • Cos b* Cos c -f Sin b Sin c Cos a 
Abu al-wafa was the first man who develop *the Sine 
theorem relative to triangle*. He introduced a new method 
of preparation for the Sine table* 
Ibn Yunus contribution to trigonometry is well known 
to the mathematicians of today. He originated the formulae 
of addition substraction* which were later on replaced 
by the invention of the logarithms and was the equivalent 
of 
Cos a Cos b m 1/2 [ c o s (a-b) 4 Cos (a^b) 
Al-Hasan al-4larrakushi discovered the graphic method in 
trigonometry. Baba al-Din (950-1032/1547-1622) wrote a 
trigonometric book with a method for solving problems of 
calculaticxis of heights and d i s t a n c e s . 
The Arabs were deeply Interested in the astronomical 
s c i ence . The' acquis i t ion of deep knowledge of astronomical 
15 
sciences for them served their practical purpose of being 
able to with sufficient accxiracy make predictions and 
relate it to the concept of *fate** 
From the second/eighth century Muslim contribution 
to astronomy occupies a high position. Before th«i advent 
of Islam there were just one or two observat6ries in 
Alexandria, but we do not know their functions properly. 
Later the Muslims established many very good obs«rvatories, 
Some of these observatories are i 
1) The solar observatory built by al-Man^un in Iraq 
in 214/829. 
11) The Ispahan observatory built by Abu Hanlfah al-
Dinawarl (282/895). 
ill) The khwarlzm observatory built by al-Blrunl. 
Iv) The Baghdad observatory of Thabit Ibn Qurrah. 
v) The Baghdad observatory built by Caliph al-Mua-
tarshid, where the well known astroncsmer Badl made 
his observations, 
yi) The observatory erected by Ibn-Sina. 
vli) The samarqand observatory erected by Sultan Ulugh 
Beg Mirza in 823/1420 etc. 
The Arabs and other Muslim Invented many astrono-
mical instruments such as (1) Llbnah; build on a square 
base, served to measure the declination, lattltude and 
16 
di8tanc«9 of the s t a r s . (2) Haloah I t i d a l , (meridian 
c i r c l e ) f ixed In the plane of meridian and devised t o 
determine the d is tances of the heavenly bodies . (3) 
Al-Jalb al-'Ohalb, cons i s t ing of a semi c i r c l e , ttie 
circumference being divided eqiial ly, (4) 3udi~i rakhri, 
a sextant associated with the name of Pakhr a l Daulah 
Dailaml e t p . 
Habsh al-Hasib was another great astronomer. Under 
the patronage of al-Mamun, al*Mutaslm and Habash al-K^sIb 
compiled three astronomical t a b l e s . 'AII bin Isa al -Astur-
labi Invented a famous astronomical Instrument at that 
time. Al-Farghani who wrote many books, was one of the 
best astronomers at the time of al-Mamun. His famous 
works are Kltab fi-tfarakat al Saraiwiyyah wa Jattii and 
Ilm al»Najum, which was l a t er translated in to Latin. 
ibn Amajur and h is son Abu al-Hasan All made acute 
observations and recorded them apart from preparing many 
astronomical tab les including the table of Mars. Abu a l -
Hasan corrected Ptolemy's assumption with the asser t ion 
that the distance of the moon from the sun i s not content. 
Another famous Muslim astronomer was *Abd a l -
Rajwnan a l -Suf i (291-376/903-986) wh* wrote many books on 
astronomy. His main work i s Kltab al-Kawakib al-Thabitah 
17 
al-Mugawwr (Book of the f ixed s tars i l l u s t r a t e d ) i s 
considered as one of three master pieces of Muslim obser-
vational astronomy A very popular man in the f i e l d of 
astronomical sc ience i s Al-Biruni. He i s ranked among the 
great s c i e n t i s t of the middle ages. He wrote many books* 
His accuracy in the determination of l a t i tudes and long-
i tudes and other measurements i s immatched. His ch ie f 
work on astronomy i s al-Qunun al-Masudi (422-1030), In 
h is book, he disctissed for the f i r s t time that the earth 
"^btates around i t s a x i s . Another important topic which 
he discusses in his book Qanun al-Masudii 
"The true explanation of the rais ing and se t t ing 
of the heavenly bodies as being due t o the ' S t a t i o n of 
the earth , thus pointing to the error in the geocentric 
conception of the so lar system. The he l iocentr ic doctrine 
was not e n t i r e l y unknown t o the Arab, who knew that the 
earth revolved round the sun and that the orbi ts of the 
g 
planets were elliptic." About three centuries later 
Copernicus came up with his heliocentric theory after 
Al-Biruni. 
Ulugh Beg is <me of the great plcmeers of astro-
nomical sciences. He established an observatory at Sama-
rqand which was one of the best and the treat equiped 
18 
observatory of the world at the time* The observatory 
develope<!\ an Independent star catalogue knotm an the 
*Ulugh Beg table** This work on astronomy Is rei^ ra^ d^ ^^  as 
one of the best works of the Muslim astronomers* 
The Muslims established a good position in the 
field of astronomical science. They contributed richly 
to the development of astronomy in a scientific way. 
After the advent of Islam, Muslims contribution to 
the medical sciences is undoubtedly appreciable. The 
Arabs and the other Muslims who worked side by side in 
the field of medical sciences were influenced by the non-
Arabians, They adopted the medical theory of Hippocartis 
and Oaleric system. The medicine of the Arab was devied 
from the Greek, Persian, Indian and other scholars' 
%rork. Europe was benefited by the reading of the Arabian 
«rork8 «rhich enabled a European Renaissance in medicine. 
The Arabs not only translated the older medical 
books but also enriched, improved and prepared their 
abstracts. Zt has been argued by the western writers that 
the arabs imitated the Greeks. But this is not entirely 
true because when the Arabs entered the medical field 
Greek medicine was already out of currency. 
The Arabs and other Muslims wrote original books 
19 
on medical sciences. The great names In the £lel<5 of 
medical sciences are Al-Razl (L. Rhazes), Ibn->Slina, All-
Al-Tabarl Ibn al-Baytar» Ahmad al-Tabarl» 'AII Ibn al-
AbbUs, Abut al-Qaslm al-Zahnawl. 
"In medicine the Arabs translated Hippocrates, 
Oalen and Dloscorldes* Cumston says that the Arabs 
extracted the most Important material from Greek writings 
and placed It In relief, leaving aside everything that 
was superfluous. One has merely to read Galen and after-
wards Ibn Slna In ozder to see the difference. The former 
was obscure, the latter perfectly clear; order and method 
9 
reign In the latter, «^ ilch In the former we seek In vain," 
The first hospital was established at Jundlshpiir 
In Persia* Properly functioning hospitals In the modern 
sense %iere established In the Abbasld period. The well 
known hospitals at that time were those of Baghdad, 
Damascus and Cairo, First aid stations wr>re also esta-
blished for minor Injury and simple treatment. For public 
convenience, these first aid stations were attac^ied to the 
Mosques, 
General hospitals were also built in Mecce., 
Jerusalem, Aleppo, Harran and many other cities. These 
hospitals admitted patients Irrespecltve of their cast. 
20 
creed, colour* social status or sex. 
The £umiture» bedding» clothing In these hospitals 
were good. The hospital provided nourishing food for 
the patients. The situation of these hopsitals is des-
cribed by Usaibiahs "Abu al-Hakam, the dean of the Nurl 
hospital of Damascus» used to iiake the rounds of patients 
every morning, find out their condltlcn and consider their 
affairs. With him were his assistants and or derlles 
and all that he wrote down as orders for the patients 
regarding medicine and diet were carried out on time and 
without delay. After finishing his rounds he used to go 
to the citadel and treat whoever was sick among the 
nobility and government officials. He would then come back 
to the hospital and sit in the large auditorium read 
boo)eand prepared his lectures. Nur al-Din had Installed 
in the hospital a large library with a collection of 
books and manuscripts placed in book cases In the main 
hall. Several physicians and student used to come and 
sit at hl^ feet. He taught the students and discussed 
medical topics and interesting cases with the physicians. 
Patients were examined In an outside hall and those who 
did not need hospital treatment were given prescriptions 
which were prepared at the hospital pharmacy. Those who 
needed hospital treatment %*ere registered and admitted. 
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Th«y war* glv^n a bath and mad« to put on clean hospital 
c l o t h e s , the ir o%m c lo thes being taken away and iitored. 
They \Mire kept at the hospital unt i l completely cured 
on the ir discharge from the hospital they were given a 
s u i t of c lo thes and some noney t o defray immediate and 
necessary expenses outside the hospital unt i l thoy were 
able to tfork*. Usaiblah proceeds! "A pharmacy under a 
competent and registered pharmacists was attached to 
every large hosp i ta l . I t was well stocked with synups. 
a l l sorts of drugs and drug preparations, fancy porcelain 
and r a r i t i e s . Pharmacists were l icensed and registered 
and in each large town an inspector kept constant watch 
over pharmaceutical preparations and chemical products,"^ 
No doxibt t h i s process of medical arrangement i s 
accepted even today so there i s no major dif ference of 
medical arrangement i n the hosp^itals which were introduced 
by the Muslims i n medieval t imes. 
Many books were written in the context of hospital 
and hospital management. Al-Razi wrote a book on S i fa t 
al»Bimaristan and Zahid al-^lama wrote Kitab al-Bimaristan. 
"The f i r s t regular hospital was build by Harun al>Rashid 
i n Baghdad in 170/786, but a bigger and more upto date 
hospital was found i n 368-369/978-979 by Abud al-Daukh.*^^ 
The Arabs were not only the bui lders of the hospi ta l s 
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but alao modernlzers o£ them; they Improved the condi-
tions of the hoapltal with special attention on hygiene. 
It was the great authors and Important practi-
tioners of that time whose writings, experiences, and 
method of practice developed the path of scientific 
resarch* 
Abu Bakr Zakarla al<-Rasl, an eminent Muslim 
Physicians of the time, wrote near about 117 books 
covering different branches of medical sciences, Al-
Ijlawi, one of the most Important books of Al-Rasl, Is 
divided Into twenty volumes and translated into many 
languages. Actually al-Rasl did not write this book; he 
left notes, observations and clinical remakrs of jc his 
experience' as a physician. This material was sold by his 
sister to Xbn-al*Amld, who arranged this material in 
the form of book with the help of noted physicians of 
his time. The book is detailed in matters concerning 
hygiene, diseases with their symptoms and tireatment both 
using medicine and diet which guided the later medical 
practitioners and the physicians, 
Al-Raxl wrote many treatises in the field of 
medical science. The most Important treatises of Al-
R«zi is Kitab-al'"Judarl wal-fasbah where he dis<:niss 
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diseaaea la laauaa like amallpox and naaalea later It 
waa tranalated into many Euzropean languagea. His was the 
flrat man in medical acience to point out that iimallpox 
ia a diaeaae and he deacribed the difference between 
amallpox and meaalea* 
The next great phyaician waa Ibn-Sina. Hia moat 
famoua ««or)c on medical acience waa the Qanun (Canon)* 
He wrote nineteen medical booka after Qanun. Hin next 
moat important book ia al«>Shif£_which waa considered aa 
the beat medical anAtcmy book and waa taught at medicala 
achoola through out Europe upto the aeventeenth century. 
"The panun ia divided into five major aection. 
Briefly atated the contenta o£ thoae section are as 
follows. The first aection deala with definitions, 
elementa* humoura, tenperamenta and aplrita, anatomy 
(bonea* muacles, nerves* arteries and veins)i diaeaaea» 
their causes and symptoms; hygiene prophylaxis; and 
general treatment. The second aecticm deals with simples, 
in an'alphabetical order. The third section gives a 
description of diseases from the head downwards; including 
the anatomy of the organic head, brain, nerves, eyea, 
eara, noae and mouth, tongue, teeth, lipa and guma; 
throat, cheat, and lunga; heart, breaat oesophagus and 
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stcmach IIVM: and g a l l bladder; aplech, Inteat inea , male 
and female geni ta l organs - and general d i s e a s e s . The 
fourth sec t ion dea l s with fever prognosis and c r i s i s ; 
swel l ings and ulcers* surgery, fractures and d i s loca t ions 
poisons skin d i seases and cosmetics . The f i f t h s ec t i on 
12 deals with conpound drugs And therapeut ics . 
After Al-Razl and Ibn-Sin? the great name in the 
l i s t of i^ys lc lans was of All Ibn al-Abbasal-Majusi. 
short ly Al-Majusl. His chief trork i s the medical ency . -
olopedla Kltab a l Mallki . This work i s very precise and 
systematic* The f i r s t half of the book deals with theory 
and the second half I s a guide t o prac t i t i oners . He c i t e s 
or ig inal c l i n i c a l observations and was the f i r s t n;an who 
described the c i r c u l a t i o n of blood in the body; This was 
much before William Harvey. 
Al*Majusi advices physicians t o use simple drugs 
for the treatment of d i s e a s e s . He asserted that i f i t i s 
poss ible to cure a patient with d i e t , drugs should be 
avoided. He to ld that the co-operation with the doctor 
makes cure more e a s i l y a t ta inable . 
Al-majusi's treatment of cancer was much appre-
c ia ted at the t ime. He maintained that the only cure of 
cancer i s the removal of the affected area but with an 
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ickclsion at a d is tance 00 that none of the "Xo^tn of the 
cancer remains* 
Even today* there l a curable drugs for cancer. 
In modern medical treatment for the cancer doctors use 
Al-Majusl*s method. 
Al-Oaslm Khalaf Ibn Abbas al-Zahrawl who was a 
great surgeon. He was the court physician to ca l iph a l -
Hakam I I . His spec ia l work In the branch of medical science 
was on surgery. He was master of surgery. He was the best 
Muslim surgeon at h i s t i n e . He trrote the b iggest medical 
encyclopedias c a l l e d al-T^srlf . The book Is divided Into 
t h i r t y s e c t i o n s . The most Important sec t ion of t l i l s book 
I s on surgery. In th i s sec t ion he described how to cure 
stones developing Inside the bladder, surgery of e y e s , 
ears and t ee th . He a l s o d iscusses the types of surgical 
Instruments used for these operat ions. The surgical part 
of t h i s book was translated Into many European languages 
and taught as a text-book of surgery In the u n i v e r s i t i e s 
of Europe. 
Many eminent physicians l ived In Spain In the 
medieval period who translated medical books which are 
s t i l l stacked In the l i b r a r i e s of western U n i v e r s i t i e s . 
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^ c Among the prominent physician were Xbn*Zuhr, Marwan Abd 
alHlaliky yitio was faMoue as a d iagnost ic ian and wh<38e son 
Abu a l - ^Ata ^las a l s o a great physician and wrote many 
medical books» such as Kitab al»KhWis, Kitab al Adwiyah 
al-Mufradah. Mujarrabat. Kitab Hall Shukuk al-Razi a la 
Kutab Ja l inus , Kitab al*Nukat al-Tibbiyyah, Renaissance 
came about Europe mainly because o£ the conribution of 
Muslim physic ians , both i n the f i e l d of medical sc iences 
and i n the f i e l d of s c i e n t i f i c research. 
The medieval age i s important for i t s contribution 
to sc i ence , part icu lar ly geography* At that time Jundi* 
shapur was the place of s c i e n t i f i c culture under the Muslim 
rulers* S c i e n t i s t s , mainly Jews and chr i s t ians from t h i s 
Centre, s e t t l e d at Damascus* At that time the Arabs were 
b a s i c a l l y the nation of traders and trav«lleca but tliey 
possessed sharp and creat ive mind, therefore, pract ical 
sc ience appealed to the ir mind. Geography appealed to them 
because of i t s a p p l i c a b i l i t y in the ir trade. Qeographical 
knowledge was a l s o necessary for the d i s tr ibut ion of desert 
plants and animals and for agricul tural purpose. 
In 132/750 the Abbaside Caliphate inspired s c i e n t i f i c 
a c t i v i t y and s e t up a translat ion bureau (Bait al-Hitanah) 
i n Baghdad* The bureau had a l ibrary of manuscripts 
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prepared there* The main aim was to make available the 
knowledge of, science In their own language. Initially 
attention nea paid to philosophy and medicine but :iat«r 
on emphasis was laid on geography, mathematics and asS:ro'-
ncmlcal sciences. The caliph al-Maroun was personally 
interested In the works of his translators and scientists. 
His greatest achievement In the field of geography was 
the measurement of a degree of the earth's are on the 
plains of Sinjar. West of Mosul, and the preparation of 
a world map. 
The Muslim rulers considered geography to be of 
great importance, "It is said that the great Caliph Umar, 
hearing of the conquest of new lands asked a scholar to 
describe to him the lands of the earth» their climates 
and positions and the influence which land and climate 
expert up on their Inhabitants, Both scholar and religious 
leaders considered, geography a laudable pursuit, as is 
borne out by the remark of Yaqut that as a science geo-
graphy was pleasing In the eyes of God, Even the ortho-
podox al-<3hazall believed that the rotarles of science 
will find the road to paradise easy. Muslim religious 
Interest in the determination of latitude and logitude 
of places and in the diurnal movement of the sun vras 
Indiapenslble both in connection with the time for daily 
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prayers and the geographical co-ordinate of Mecca, with 
the expansion of the dominions of the Muslim Empire 
commercial activity Increased and geographical Information 
of different types became vital for its growth and 
development, " 
The Muslim geographers divided geography in the 
following way t 
1. General and regional geography 
2. General treatises and scientific geography. 
3. Mathematical geography 
4* Cartography and nap making 
1. The Muslim general geographical writing was one of the 
e a r l i e s t contlrbutlons in the f i e l d of geography, 
••Muslim geographers f e l t the neces s i ty of describing 
the dominions of Islam on the bas i s of regions of which 
they possessed more s p e c i f i c knowledge," 
The Muslim names related to geographical s tud ie s 
are *Abd al-Malik Ibn Ouraib al-Asmal and Hisham ibn 
Muhammad al Kalbl M-Asmal. Al-Kalbl*s book Kltab a l -
Nawadir I s f u l l of geographical I s s u e s , Al-Klndi wrote 
a geographical book named Rasm al Ma*mur min al^^Ard, The 
geographical sc ience was f i r s t introduced by the works 
:»9 
of Muhairanad ibn Husi al*Khwarlzihl« Another geographical 
work was wrlttan by Arram Ihn-al-Asbaj al-Sulami, Another 
of h i s books Kitab Asina^Jibal Tlhanah wa Makanlha deal t 
with the mountains In Arabia. 
The Muslim contribution t o general and regional 
geography was c h i e f l y the route books» the books of 
countries and d i c t i o n a r i e s , d i a r i e s and travel accounts. 
In the route-books the main trade route of the Ar»b world 
and that of China« Korea* Japan are described. In the 
books of countries names and locat ions of the countries 
are given* Al-Yaqubl I s considered the father of Muslim 
geography* His major work I s al»Bu*dan. The d lar las and 
travel accounts of Muslin geographers assert that travel 
I s the most natural means of acq\iirlng geographical 
knowledge* In the medieval period travel was paict of 
commercial e n t e r p r i s e s , cur lous l ty and rellglo<»cultural 
a f f i l i a t i o n s * So the Muslim travel l i t e ra ture In the 
shape of d iar i e s I s very valuable asse t of geographical 
Information. 
2* The musllm geogaphers produced geograpt^lcaX theories 
and wrote t r e a t i s e s of s c i e n t i f i c value* Act iv i ty of t h i s 
nature in goegraphy was never witnessed even i n the 
apex of the Alexandrian c i v i l i z a t i o n * There was only an 
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arbitrary d i v i s i o n of the world according to the ir c l imat ic 
conditiona* i n i t i a t e d by the Greeks and la t er adopted 
by Muslim geographers. But after careful s t u d i e s . A l - I s -
takhri . al»Balkhi» al-Maqdisi and several Muslim geogra« 
phers rea l i sed that t h i s method i s neither s a t i s f a c t o r y 
nor s u f f i c i e n t . The l a t er day Muslim geographers developed 
a scheme of the d i v i s i o n of the world on the bas i s of 
l a t i tude and longitude. 
The s c i e n t i f i c geography developed by the Arabs 
was based on environment and the cul tural and s o c i a l 
a c t i v i t i e s of the inhabitants of the area under study. 
Sxamples of s c i e n t i f i c geographical %n:itlngs are found in 
the works of Ikhwan al -9afa (Brethren of pur i ty ) . 
"The spherical earth with a circunference of 2267 
farsakhs;farsakhs in Arabic» or parsang in Persian i s 
a unit of length equal t o three miles ( e ^ i v a l e n t t o 
6,800 m i l e s ) . I t surface cons i s t s of three quaters sea 
and one quater land upcm which d e s e r t e s . There aze 8^  
mountains and seven tradi t ional seas and the seven c l i -
mates idiich having a Quranic as well as a pre-Islamic 
source* are accepted by nearly a l l Muslim authors on 
geography. 
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The f l r a t zone I s 3000 by 150 farsakhs, being the 
longest and widest and the seventh i s 15,00 by 70 
£ar8akhs. The shortes t and narrowest. Each cl imate has 
i t s part icular conditicms not only physical ones l i k e the 
amount o£ heat , l i g h t , moisture and so £orth which are 
15 connectsd t o the *body o£ the Universe." 
The importance o£ physical •nvironment, human 
act iv i t jr , animal behavour are the main traces In the • 
geographical writ ings o£ the four/ tenth century. Al-
Jahiz a well wr i ter , known scholar and geogr?.pher o£ the 
time had a' spec ia l i n t e r e s t i s natural and anthropologi-
ca l s c i ences . Other well known s c i e n t i f i c geographical 
writers are Zakariya al-Qazwini (600-682/1203-1283), 
Muhammad ibn Ma|inud a l - f u s i . Zakariya al-Qazwini's two 
chie f works are *Ajaib al-M«khluqat wa Gharaib al-Maujudat 
and Ajaib a l Buldan, Athar a l - B i l a d . 
3 . In the mathematical geography Muslims contribution 
i s enormously high, where they introduced the notions o£ 
longitude, l a t i t u d e s , e c l i p s e s and t i d e s , the shape, s i z e 
and movement o£ the earth. This typa of work f i r s t started 
at Baghdad and spread t o many parts of the Islamic world. 
The Ghaznawids, Buwayhids and Mongol princes encouraged 
mathematical work and i t s appl icat ion in associated f i e l d s . 
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"The outstanding event In the £ le ld of mathematical 
geography was the measurement o£ a degree» under the 
orders o£ Caliph Al<4iaiBun, t o determine the s i z e o£ the 
earth In la t i tude 36 north." Another most Important 
contribution o£ mathematical geography concern tho circum-
ference o£ the earth . 
"An observatory was b u i l t on the plain o£ Tadreur 
(Palmyra) £or geodetic as well as astronomical %fork. On 
the Caliph's Instruct ions two degree measurrmentii were 
made near Tadmur and Raqqah under the supervision of the 
son's of Mu^ a Ibn Shaklr. The r e s u l t of these two measure-
ments was the ca lcu la t ion of the earth ' s circumference as 
20,400 miles and the diameter 6,500 miles re spec t ive ly . A 
large map of the world was a l s o drawn. The three sons 
of Musa Ibn Shaklr besides being men of means, were prac-
17 tical scientists." Mathematical geography consequently 
flourished in Spain and other countries. 
4. In the cartography and map making Muslims borrowed 
the Idea from the Greeks. But they advanced it by applying 
new techniques. "The traditions ot Roman Cartography 
were poor. Even ptolemy had made a fundamental error in 
underestimating the earth's size. He had accepted the 
figures of posldonlus (1 degree « 500 stadia) on the basis 
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o£ which Europe and Asia were supposed to extehd over 
one hal£ of the surface o£ the globe while their exten-
Bi.on covered only 130 degrees. He had also estimated 
the length of Mediterranean to be 62 degrees iniitead 
of 42 degrees* The Muslim geographers had correct this 
error• but European cartography persised with this 
16 
mistake upto the end of the tenth/sixteenth century". 
The Muslin geographers produced many map» and 
t h e i r maps were much better than Ptolemy. They prepared 
%rorld map under the patronage of the Caliph al-Mamum, 
which i s considered to be examplary from s c i e n t i f i c 
viewpoint. 
« 
In Muslim cartography Al-Balkhi*s contribution 
was no doubt a genious master p iece . In h is a l t a s a 
he has drawn a map of the world, maps of Arabia« Indian 
Ocean. Egypt, Syria , the Mediterranean sea and other 
Islamic countr ies . This map a l s o gave the geographical 
condition of area covered by the maps and d i v i s i o n of 
the world Recording to c l imatic zones. 
Al-Biruni prepared a ro\md map of the world 
in his book Kitab al-Tafhim t o show the pos i t ion of 
the sea. A l - I d r l s i ' s i s an outstanding f igure in the 
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£i«ld of map making. He was one of the world's best 
map-maker. He made seventy maps of climatic divisions 
and celestial sphere. His cartographic sill was also 
appreciated in the European geographer. 
The influence of Muslim geography on the Euro-
pean geographers is highly considerable. In the first 
half of the fifth/eleventh century Latin west and the 
whole Christian doninated world had no scientific 
act.lvity. On the Jewish were moving forward due to their 
contact with Muslims. Muslim science and geography were 
transmitted to the Latin Europe and the west due to 
their connection with the people of Spain, Sicily and 
Italy. Another point is that the translation of the 
writings of Muslims exercised a great influence and 
activated a scientific spirit in Europe. 
It is a fact that the basic and current geogra-
phical ideas of Muslims regarding the size of the 
earth and its sphericity oceans, climates, vegetati-
onal and zoological distributions, knowledge of new 
lands in Africa, far East, central Asia, techniques 
of cartography and uses of instruments were pa»8ed on 
to Europe. It can very easily be that Muslims ii#ere 
the cultural anscestors of the modern world in the 
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£ le ld o£ sc ience and geographical knowledge. 
The advancement of Islam afforded the Muslims 
Interes t In the ass imi la t ion and development of know 
ledge In sc i ence . Physics* the most Important branch 
of s c i ence , drew mucn at tent ion of the Muslims. 
Abu Yusuf Yaqub Ibn I s ^ q al-Klndl was the f i r s t 
Arab-Muslim Scient i s t -phi losopher one of his main work 
was on geometrical and physiological o p t i c s . Another 
Important work of his I s a book in Arabic on music. In 
that book he developed the notation for the pitch of 
notes• 
The most famous name In physics was that of 
Abu ^11 al-Haytham (Alhazen), who devoted himself 
mainly to o p t i c s . His cc»itrlbutlon to geonetrlcal and 
physio logical opt ics Is very use fu l . He ant ic ipated the 
Idea of v i s i o n and the function of the eyes . He wrote 
a book, Kltab al-Man'azlr. which was considered to be 
one of the best books on opt ics of the medieval period. 
The western scholars based the ir works on t h i s book. 
Abu All al-Haytham opposed the theory of Euclid and 
Ptolemy and argued that "The eyes send out v isual 
rays to the object of v i s ion and presented experiment 
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for testing *-*^« angles of incidence and reflection. 
In certain experiment he approached the theoretical 
discovery of magnifying lenses which were manufactured 
19 in Italy centuries later**• 
In optics he was one of the greatest physicist 
of the world. He invented the laws of reflection and 
refraction of light« In this regard Prof. M.A. Salam 
point out : 
'*Ibn-al-Haltham (Alhazen, 965-1039 CB) «ias one 
of the greates t phys ic i s t s of a l l time. He made experi* 
mental contributions of the highest order i n opt ics* 
He enunciated that a ray of l i g h t , in passing through 
a medium* takes the path which i s the eas ier and 
quicker. In th i s he was ant ic ipat ing Fermat's Pr inc i -
ple of Least Time by many centur i e s . He enunciated 
the law of i n t e r i a , l a t er to become Neirton's f i r s t 
law of motion, part V of Rogar Bacon's Opus Majus i s 
prac t i ca l ly a copy of Ibn-al-Haitham*s optics".^^ 
Abu Raihan Muhaiamad ibn Ahmad al-Biruni was 
another great s c i e n t i s t of the medieval world who 
contributed ixnmensely in the f i e l d of physical and 
mathematical s c i e n c e s . He worked out the s p e c i f i c 
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gravity Q£ •lght««n previous substance* and metals 
and he argued that *the velocity of light was greater 
than that of sound*. 
Qutb al-oln SiAazi wrote Nihayat al-ldrak fi 
Pirayat al»Aflak» The book deals with astronomical 
topics and geometrical optics; the nature of vision 
and formation of rainbow. He was the first scientist to 
who correctly and clearly explained the formation of 
rainbow. 
**The primary bow was explained by him to be due 
to two refractions and one internal reflection and the 
secondary to two refractions and two internal reflec-
tions of solar rays in minute spherical drops of water 
suspended in the air; essentially the same explanation 
was given by Decartes in the eleventh/seventeenth 
century. The colours of the rainbow for their correct 
interpretation had to wait Newton's experiments on 
the dispersion of light**.^^ 
The Muslim scientists devoted their time in 
the study of Archimedes works on mechanics and hydro-
statics. They invented the density of many substances. 
Abd al-Ralman al-Khazini's work Mizan al-Hikmah is one 
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o£ the original book In physics. In this he explained 
the mechanics» hydrostatics and physics In a better 
way than other scientists of first time. 
Soon After the Prophet's death Islam spread 
upto Spain in the %#est and Slnd In the East. Dvtrlng 
the time of the caliph Umar, Egypt was conquered and 
the Muslims got acquainted with the *Hellenlzed Egyp-
tian's culture. In Alexandria, a big trading centre, 
people frcni different countries gathered for tz'ade. 
The artisans of Alexandria were very good In craft and 
bronze Idol manufacturing. Some of them were Interested 
In making gold and spent much of their time fox* this 
purpose* Alchemy* which was absent in Greece and Egypt 
arose from these efforts. Many books and treatJ.ses 
were %frltten on alchemy which are accepted as the 
beginning chemistry* 
Alchemy was founded at Alexandria. The oldest 
surviving manuscript on alchemy is dated around 391/ 
1000* But seme people date it is a copy of the original 
manuscript which was written about 100 A.D. At that 
time because of the prejuldices alchemy was a eicience 
conducted in a veil of secrecy* Sherwood Taylor says, 
"Although the earlier alchemists wrote in Greek, they 
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were not Greeks, but In ail probability Egyptians or 
22 Jews* They were not Christians". 
Muslim alchemist» Jablr bin Hayyan, whose 
£ather was also a dmgglst, was born In Tus In Khura* 
san about 104/722. He was a su£l and the first Muslim 
who Is recognised as a master o£ alchemy. Alchemy*s 
main objective was gold making. Jablr started a school 
at alchemy at Tus where It was declared that the Ideal 
o£ alchemy Is not the making gold but to prepare ll£e 
saving drugs. Jablr produced many alchemical 'MTItings 
but these were not understood at the time. In the words 
of Dr. Holqiyard, "Jablr Ibn Hayyan has many claims to 
be considered the first to whom the title of chemist 
23 
may legitimately be applied". 
The Muslim alchemists Introduced two wards 
'Klmlya' and *lkslr'. In the middle ages what the Euro-
pean had as alchemy was noting but the system developed 
by the Arabs. 
'Ikslr' contains two positive elements and one 
negative element whereas Klmlya Is a natural substance 
and Ikslr Is artificial one prepared In laboratory. 
4 
Jablr prepared Inorganic acid from making I k s l r s . 
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I k s l r does, not mean merely a po»#der used for gbl6 
making but a highly potent multlpuri)Ose drug. Jabir ' s 
alchemy was aimed at preparing I k s l r or vender drugs 
which iiere more valuable than the gold. 
Jablr*s master Imam Jafar al-Sadlq, the s i x t h 
Imam for the prophet/ £amlly and a great teacher and 
s p i r i t u a l guide* was interested in alchemy. He i s 
bel ieved to have written many t r e a t i s e s on the subject , 
Jabir ' s reverence Interes t for him was due his s p i r i -
tual as %iell as I n t e l l e c t u a l genius . 
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CHAPTER - II 
S« Hoasein Waer's approach to lelarelc acience 
S«yyed Hosaeln Maar la one of the leading contem-
porary wrltera In the field of lalamlc pblloaophy. In 
thla field he wrote more than twenty booHa and about two 
hundred artlclea. In thla chapter» we propoae to dlacuaa 
only hla appraoch to lalamlc phlloaophy of acience. 
It la very difficult to underatand lalamlc acience 
without having look at the notion of knowledge In lalam* 
Reaearch In acience In the muallm world la the reault of 
the bloeaomlng of knowledge* The appearance of acience 
did not happen accldently to the people of Muallm world. 
They produced and developed It within the Islamic frame-
trork* 
lalamlc revelation la not concerned with aplrltual. 
ethical and aoclal valuea but la alao aimed at changing 
the ahape of the world and the mlnda of those who 
believe In lalam* For the ahape of lalamlc acience 
3*H*Near wrltea t 
"The phenomena which formed the subject matter 
of the lalamlc aclencea aa well as the minds of the men 
who studied these phenomena have always been determined 
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by a particular spiritual 'style* and transformed by 
special type o£ grace (barakah) issuing directly from 
the Quranic revelation* No serious study of the Iislamic 
sciences can thus be carried out without some reference, 
no matter how brief, to the principles of Islamic and 
the conditions created in time and space by Islam for 
the culviation of the sciences. 
Islam is believed to be the last eternal and 
unique truth in the human history. Islam gave a message 
to all human beings. Prof.S.H. Nasr discuss this issue 
in the following manner s "Islam is most of all concerned 
with what Irian is or rather with how man can become, what 
he really is in his profoundest and primordial nature 
(fitrah). namely* a t^ieomorphlc being created to reflect 
the divine in all its Majesty and beauty. To achieve 
this end, Islam brought a metaphysical doctrine of the 
highest order and numerous sciences related Inextricably ^  
tothat supreme scientia sacra contained in the inner 
dimensions o^ the Quran, and made accessible through 
various rites and forms which are also of a sacred nature 
and derive directly from the revelation. The doctrine is 
based on the Unity of Principle (Al-Tawhid) and the 
interrelatedness of all that has been brought into being 
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by th« creative act (the kxin o£ the Quran), Its human 
compleittent Is the doctrine of the unlveral man (el-
Insan al-Kemil) in whom the fullness of the human state 
is realized and through whom multiplicity returns to 
Unity."^ 
Islamic law called Shariah, aims at the awareness 
the man about reality and brings about scientific kno%r-
ledge whose goal is to reflect that reality of the world 
where man lives during his short period of life Islam is 
a complete way of life whose main aim is to would man's 
nature In such a way as to make him aware what he is 
eternally in the presence of Ood and he has to change 
himself In conformity with his role as God's vicegerent 
and to be a candidate for innoratality.'* Islam did not 
permit to cultivate varloxis forms of knowledge Independent 
of one another. There is an hierarchy of knowledge starting 
from Physics and going upward to metaphysics. In this 
helrarchy all sciences are Interrelated with each other 
representing the structure of reality. 
Islamic science can not be possible without the 
guiding spirit of Islamic revelation. Because this 
revelation has formed the minds» actions and surroundings 
of a man and a civilization that was responsible and 
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pregnant with the immense possibilities o£ the activity 
o£ science* 
How did Islamic science emerge in the modern 
civilization 7 The emergence o£ Islamic science is a result 
o£ the contact between the spirit o£ Islam and existing 
sciences o£ di££erent civilizations. The universatality 
o£ Islamic revelation accepted and encouraged the 
international and cosmopolitan nature o£ Islamic civili-
zation and help«»ci to create for the tirst time in history 
a conception o£ science in the International £rame %#ork. 
The intellectual tradition that was inherited by Islam 
provided a secure base £or the development o£ ef»pirical 
sciences. It is necessary to point out the weakness o£ 
the claim made by Western scholars that Islam acted simply 
as a mediator between ancient rlvlllzations (Greek & 
Egyptian) medieval Europe. It is not true in view o£ the 
intellectual activity generated by Islam in the medieval 
period. It is a £act that no idea, theory or doctrine 
could £ind currency in the Islamic thought, without being 
Muslimized and complete world view o£ Islam. 
¥any civilizations came and passed away be£ore 
Islam, They produced their respective sciences £or the 
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Study of r«allty with varying orders of perfection. Islam, 
the last religion of senetic origin, developed a theory 
of science which is conveniently labelled^Islamic science" 
Egypt and Mesopotania, the two great river civilizations, 
produced mathenatics and medicine of high quality which 
was not achived by any other civilization, including 
the Greek* The long Greek tradition concentrated on the 
study of heaven and the nature of the world and produced 
in a very short period, Thales, Pythagoras, Plato and 
Aristole. At the end of Greek Superemacy* scientific 
activity k got transposed to Alexandria. A mixture of 
Greek, Egyptian, and oriental learning produced such 
genious like Euclid, Ptolmy and indirectly Galen, who 
contributed to Islamic civilization as a teacher and 
master of early Muslim scientists. It is important to note 
that Graeco*Hellenistic heritage of Athens did not 
influence Islam directly but through Alexandria. For long 
plato and Aristotle throvigh Alexanderian school wisre 
confused for the ideas of Neo-platonists. 
Alexandrian science wes the synthesis of mystical 
elements, logic and other scientific traditions. Alexan-
drian sciences were based upon a hierarchy related to 
the *mode of knowledge*. 
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The Persian civilisation developed many sciences, 
some of its own and others borrowed frcni Greek and 
Indian origin* During the sessanid period persians 
developed a seat of learning at Jundishpur which was 
reputed to be a heaven for nen of learning* At that time 
Jundishpur was a hire of intellectual activity. Men front 
different parts of the world came here and worked together 
in different fields/ especially in the field of medicine, 
Jundhispur as a centre* worked as a link between the 
ancient %forld and Islamic science* The persians were 
specially attentive to the discoveries in astronomy 
and pharmacology but simultaneously cultivated th«i sciences 
of Greek and Indian origin* Historically the Persians 
exercised a major influence or every sphere of Islamic 
civilization* In the field of science it had a triple 
role as Prof* S*H* Nasr points out t 
**As far da transmission was concerned, it trans-
mitted its own scientific tradition to Islam* as seen in 
such works as the Royal astronomical Tables (zij-i-Shah-
riyar); it made available certain aspects of Greek learning 
to Muslims which had been taught in centres of learning 
with Persia such as Jundishpur; and finally it passed 
on to Islam many of the Indian sciences* especially 
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m«dicin«, astronomy and natural aclancaa, especially 
medicine, astronomy and natural history, which had been 
cultivated by Sasaanids. h particularly outstanding 
example of this later role Is the Kallah wa Dimnah, 
which was first translated from Sanskrit into Pahlavi and 
they by Ibn Muquffa into Arabic* becoming one of the 
masterpieces of Arabic literature and at the same time 
a source for Muslim natural history.** 
The development of Islamic sciences mainly due 
to the wide range of its educational system, which 
included both formal and informal sciences, covered all 
forms of knowledge. The educational a system covered 
traditional as well as all the religious sciences» rang-
ing from theodicy to pharmacology. Knowledge ('llm) is 
sacred from the point of view of Islam since all 'Icnowledge 
comes from aod*s theophanies. There is a well known 
saying attributed to^AlI ibn Abi Tallb which states, **I 
have become the slave of him who has taught me a single 
iford. The whole affair of education has always been at 
the heart of Islamic civilization as one of its basic 
pillars, because it has been Inseparable from the trai* 
dltion itself which forms the marrow and the backJdone 
of the whole Islamic civiliaatlon,** 
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The Muflllma real iaed that there are two paths 
for acquixlng formal knowldge; *the path of revealed 
truth* transmitted from generation to generation which 
Is ca l l ed al-ulum al-naql lyyah, the other path of 
knowledge i s through the use of reason and i n t e l l e c t 
or God given i n t e l l i g e n c e which i s ca l l ed ' i n t e l l e c t u a l 
sciences* (al-ulum al-aqliyyah)« Both the types of formal 
knowledge, termed 'acquired knowledge* (a l - i lm al-^ 
hugttl^)• must be added with s a p i e n t i a l wisdom, i . e . the 
g n o s i s , which synthes izes v i s i o n (Kashf) and actual tas te 
of truth , i d e n t i f i e d as *presential knowledge* ( a l - i l m -
al-huduri)* 
This c l a s s i f i c a t i o n of the sc iences enabled the 
mualim scholars t o explain the hierarchy of knowledge 
and thereby so lve the problem of reason and revelat ion 
or e s t a b l i s h a harmony between r e l i g i o n and sc i ence . 
Such knowledge was derived from the Quranic reve lat ions 
and the avai lable translat ion of pre-Islamic s c i e n c e s . 
Al-Kindi most probably was the f i r s t philosopher t o 
apply t h i s c l a s s i f i c a t i o n in his book "Fi-agsam a l -
ulum** (on the types of s c i e n c e s ) , but i t was the work 
of h i s successor Abu Nasr al-Farabi who applied i t with 
a more profound v i s i o n and made i t a part of the curricula 
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o£ Muslim Univers i t i e s as well as countries of learning 
i n the west. "The Kitab iliea al-ulum (The Enumeration of 
the sc iences) of a l -Faribi r e f l e c t s at once the JVristo-
t e l i a n c l a s s i f i c a t i o n of the sc ience as transmitted to 
Muslims through the conmentry of John Philoponos upon 
the Zsagoge of Porphyry and the des i re to harmoni:se t h i s 
concept with that derived from the Quran and e s p e c i a l l y 
the Shariah.*^ Such type of work not only influenced the 
l a t e r Muslim writers but a l s o the west. 
After the development of Islamic sc ience new 
branches and forms of science arose and at the same time 
the sc iences taken from the Pre-Islamic c i v i l i z a t i o n 
were Muslimized and f i t t e d in to the heirarchy of knovr-
ledge . In t h i s context several t r e a t i s e s or r i sa lahs 
were written by Ibn-Sina, Al-Ohazzali , Ibn-Khaldun, Ibn 
Rushd and the Ikhwan al -gafa (brethren of pur i ty ) . After 
t h i s period some philosophical and s c i e n t i f i c encyclopae-
dias were compiled in both Arabic and Persian, Outb a l -
Din Al-Shirazi»a Durrat al->tai i s concerned with philosophy 
and Daud al*Antaki*s Tadhkirah with s c i e n c e s . But one of 
the best and complete encyclopaedias covering nearly a l l 
the sc iences was prepared by Shams al-Din Al-Amuli under 
the t i t l e Wafais al-funun (Precioxis, Elements of the 
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sciences)* classifying all sciences according to the 
Islamic notion o£ the order of sciences. 
In Islamic civilization 'Islamic science* was 
taught in every madrasah and thus the content o£ sciences 
become an integral part of the intellectual unity of 
Islam* From the beginning of Islamic civilization mosquea 
played an iniportant role as social religious and learniiig 
centres but gradually there was developed a special 
institution* known as the madrasah (place for learning), 
attached to the mosque* 
"Both architectuarally and intellectually the 
mosque and the madrasah have never been dissociated from 
each other and some of the greatest Muslim centres of 
such as Al»Azhar are even now both mosques and schools* 
reflecting the profoundly religious character of learning 
in Islam*" 
The madrasah became a fullfledged university some 
eleven hundred years ago* where different subjects were 
taught* Best examples of such universities which are 
still functioning are Qarawiyyin in Fez* the zytuniyyah 
in Tunis and Ai-Azhar in Cairo. 
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Another important s c i e n t i f i c i n s t i t u t i o n came 
i n t o being i n which both research and teaching was conducted 
vas the observatory* In the ear ly Islamic period there 
were small s i z e observatories that were operated by a 
s i n g l e astronomer but l a t er on the ir scope was enlarged 
and they became a major s c i e n t i f i c i n s t i t u t i o n wh^re a 
number of s c i e n t i s t s s p e c i a l l y from the Islamic world 
worked and taught. Examples of such observatories are 
Maraghah observatory and Ulugh Beg's observatory in 
Samarqand. 
One of the imiortant aspects of Islamic sc ience 
i s i t s role in developing cosroological s c i ences . Cosmo-
l o g i c a l sc iences f lourished in Islam because the basic 
pr inc ip les of t h i s science are contained in the Quran 
%«hich deals with a l l the aspects of natural phenomenon. 
Islamic c i v i l i s a t i o n made s c i e n t i f i c research i n the l i g h t 
of the Quranic g u i d e l i n e s . The basic aim of th i s sc ience 
i s to apply i t s r e s u l t s in the f i e l d of cont ingents . 
I t has s i m i l a r i t i e s with Ar i s to te l ian theory of 
form and matter which helps to e s t a b l i s h a re la t ion 
bet%«een revelat ion and i t s receptors . In th i s context 
Prof. S.H. Nasr w r i t e s , "Revelation or the idea in i t s 
manifested aspect . Is the form while the mental and 
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psychic structur* of the people who receive It acts as 
the matter upon which this form is imposed. The civili-
zation which cones into being in this manner, from the 
wedding of the above *form* and 'matter*, is dependent 
upon the psychic and racial qualities of the people who 
are its bearers in two ways. The first is that the reve-
lation is already spoken in the language of the people 
for whom it is meant, as the Quran insists so often; and 
the second that the 'matter* of this civilization plays 
7 
a role in its crystallization and further growth.** 
There is a notion of unlimitted and infinite 
essence in the revealed truth which manifests itself in 
particular beings. The p>articular truth obtained through 
the investigation of nature via the cosmological perspec-
tive is akin to revealed truth. The revealed truth is 
analogous ta metaphysics and mathematics which are 
autonomous and absolute but the cosmological sciences are 
limited by the perspective of the 'observer* and are 
conpletely dependent on the revelation. In any civili-
zation a number of alternative cosmological sciences 
may be possible depending on the laternative view points, 
Thezle is a great difference between ancient and 
medieval cosmological sciences but there is a common 
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element of Unlci ty of nature on which a l l sc iences are 
based* This u n i c l t y i s nothing but the natural influence 
of the Unity of the Divine Principle (al-Tawhid). "The 
question of the Unity of the Divine Principle and the 
consequent t inicity of nature i s part icular ly important 
i n Islam triiere the idea of the Unity (al*Tawhid) av^er-
shadows a l l others and remains at every l e v e l of Islamic 
c i v i l i z a t i o n the most basic pr inc ip le upmi which a l l e l s e 
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depends." The Muslims evolved many *ways of knowing* to 
formulate sciences based upon the idea of unicity of 
nature. The unicity of science is itself derived from th» 
source of revelation and intellectual institution.**The 
basic principle of unity in Islam tljlit can be said that 
this doctrine is expressed in the most universal manner 
possible in the first *3hahadah; La ilaha illahllah'. 
usually translated as 'there is no Divinity but the 
divine, but which in its most profound sense, means 
there is no reality outside of the Absolute reality, 
thereby negating all that is other than Allah. This 
formula which is the Quranic basis of the Siifu doctrine 
of unity of Being (wahadat al-wujud) does not imply that 
there is a substantial continuity between God and the 
world or any form of panthism or monism; rather, it 
means that there can not be two orders of reality inde-
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pendent of each other,* The concept o£ unlclty o^ nature 
In Islam was deliberated under the Influence of ancient 
cosnological science «Ailch MSS blind to and could not 
relate the cause of transcendent things. The general 
factor was the urge to discover and guide the unicity of 
nature in the cosnological sciences as those of Pytha-
goreans and Hermeticists who prepared and agreed with 
the form of Islamic revelation. In this way the foon of 
Islamic revelation directly aimed at integration of 
ancient sciences into Islamic frame work and to inter-
state the several branches of sciences which were produced 
by the Islamic world* 
The important point emphasized in the Quran is 
that human reason is a reflection of agent intellect 
(aqtfaal). "Reason, therefore, when not impeded by external 
obstacles does not lead to the rationalism in the nodeim 
sense of the world that is a negation of all principles 
tranacenAing human reason but become itself an Instrument 
of unity and a way of reaching the intelligible world." 
Islamic scientific view produced arts which Is basitd on 
the idea that the observer sees nothing but the symbols 
of geometry in nature conceived by the Divine being. Thus 
they lead to the principle of unity. This activity of 
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reaaon I s nothing £rom outside but i s from ins ide the 
basic principle of reve la t ion . I t inspired the study 
of mathematics In the Muslim world and enabled the 
Musldms to adopt Pythagorean theory of mathematics as 
a part of the ir %forld view. 
The t r e a t i s e s of IkhWan a ^ f a (brethren of 
purity) are the best examples of the synthesis of reason 
and revelation* The main goal of Ikhwan i s ne i thsr merely 
c o l l e c t i o n of f a c t s nor a simple desire to create some 
sort of religiovis wri t ings . According to the Ikhwan a l l 
the s c i e n c e s , astroncmy. angelology or embryology, are 
discussed not for prac t i ca l , theoret ica l or i n t e l l e c t u a l 
purpose but t o educate the people for b e l i e f in the 
great harmony and beauty of the universe. Here I qoute 
a lengthy passage from Nasr's book t 
"Ikhtian's philosophy gave Importance to study 
to nature in comparison with theology on the one hand 
and mathematics, l o g i c on the other. They classlj51ed 
sc iences in to three categories t 
I) Primary (propaedeutic) sc iences (riyadiyah) 
I I ) Religious sc iences (al-Shari*at al-Wadiyah) 
I I I ) Philosophical sc iences ( a l - f a l s a f l y a t al-haquiyah) 
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These In turn are divided in the following manner t 
I) Primary science t 
1. Reading and w r i t i n g 
2 . Lexicography and granvnar 
3* Accounting and business transactions 
4. Prosody and metrics 
5. Doctrines of good and evil omens. 
6. Doctrines of magic, amulets, alchemy, stratagems 
and so on. 
7* Business and handicraft 
8* Commerce, agriculture, and so on. 
9, Stories and biographies. 
ZI. Religious sciences i 
1* Science of revelation 
2. Exegesis 
3. Tradition (hadith) 
4. Jurisprudence and law 
5. Asceticism and tasa%«wuf 
6. Interpretation of dreams 
III* Philosophical sciences : 
!• Mathematics (riyadiyat) consisting of the 
Quadriviurn. 
2. JLogic 
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3. Natural sciences, which in turn are divided into 
•even parts s 
a) Principles governing bodies* consisting o£ 
knowledge o£ hyle, form time, space and motion 
(ilm al-mabadi al-jismaniyah)• 
b) The heavens, consisting of the sciences o£ the 
stars, the motion of the planets, reasons for 
the stationary character of the earth and so on 
(ilm al-Sama). 
c) Generation and corruption, consisting of knowledge 
of the four elements, their change into each other 
and the minerals, plants and animals coming 
into being from them (ilm al Kawn wa*l-'fasad), 
d) Meteorology, consisting of the knowledge of the 
change of weather due to the effect of the 
stars, winds, thunder, lightning, and so on 
(ilm al hawedith al-jawwiyah). 
e) Mineralogy (ilm al-ma*adin) 
f ) Botany (ilm al*nabat) 
g) Zoology (ilm al-hayawan) 
4. Theology (al-ulm a l - i l a h i y a h ) i 
a) Knowledge of God and his a t tr ibutes 
b) Knowledge of the s p i r i t u a l world (ilm al-ruhaniyat) 
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c) Xnowledg* of 0OUI0 (11m al-nafsanlyat) 
d) P o l i t i c s (11m a l - s l y a a a h ) , cons i s t ing o£ the knowledg« 
of pxrophathood* Kingship, the coranon peopla, tha 
« l i t « and man consldarad i n hlmsalf. 
Vsing li t h i s d i v i s i o n of the sc iences as their 
base» the Zkhwan have organized their Rasall so as to 
include a l l f i e l d s of knowledge from the mathematics 
and log ica l sc iences to the natural and corporeal and 
from there to the psychological and f i n a l l y the theo lo-
g i c a l with t h i s purpose i n , mind, the f i f t y two Rasal l , 
not including the Rasallat al->Jamiah which comes at the 
end as a summary are divided i n t o four books i n the 
following manner 1 
! • Mathematical education t r e a t i s e s 1 
1) Properties of numbers 
2) Qeometry 
3) Astronomy 
4) Geography 
5) Music 
6) Education values of these subjects 
7-8) Various scientific disciplines 
9) Actions and sayings of the prophet and sages. 
10-14) Logic (including the Isagoge, the ten categories 
perlhermenias. Prior and posterior analytics). 
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ZZ« Soi«nc«s of natural bodies t 
1) Explanation of the notions of matter form, 
movement* tloM* apace and so forth. 
2) The slcy and the universe. 
3) Generation and corruption. 
4) Heterology 
5) Formation of minerals 
6) Essence of nature 
7) Species of plants 
8) Ekplanatlon of the generation of animals and 
their species. 
9) Composition of human body 
10) Perception of the senses and the ir object 
11) Embryology 
12) Man as a aalcrocosm. 
13) Development of particular souls In the human body. 
14) Limits of human knowledge and science 
15) Maxims of life and death 
16) Characters pertaining to pleasure 
17) cause of the diversity of languages* their 
system of transcription and calligraphy. 
ZII« Psychological and rational sciences t 
1) Intellectual principles according to pythagoras. 
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2. Intellectual principles according to Ikhwan. 
3. Th4t the \mlverse is a macrocosm. 
4. Intelligence and Intelligible 
5. Periods and epochs 
6. Essence o£ passion. 
7. Resurrection 
8* Species of movement 
9. Cause and e££ect 
10. Definitions and descriptions 
IV. Theological Sciences - on the namus and shriah i 
1. Doctrines and religions 
2. The character o£ the path leading to God. 
3* Explanation of the doctrine of the Ikhwan 
4. Hays of life of the Ikhwan 
5. Essence of faith and the virtues of the believing 
initiates. 
6. Essence of the Divine namus, conditions cmd 
virtues of the prophets. 
7. The manner of appealing to Ood. 
8. State of spiritual beings. 
9. Politics 
10. Hierarchy inherent in the universe. 
11. Magic and talisman. 
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We shall begin our research Into the cosniological 
views of the ZKhwan with the principles governing nature, 
then the hierarchy in the universe to be followed by a 
study of various parts of the universe beginning with 
the heavens and then descending to the sublunary world. 
Then making a study of meteorology geography, mineralogy, 
botany and zoology, we shall terminate our exposition 
with study of man as the terminal link in the chain of 
terrestrial begins as well as the microcosm in whom 
multiplicity returns once again to unity." 
In the development of modern science Muslims have 
contributed richly bring the second/eighth to eighth/ 
fourteen centuries* The fruits of their work were passed 
over to Spain and Sicily and thence to Europe. It is 
not because of science that the religions and ethical 
* 
values in the West stand devested. The breakdown of 
religions and ethical values may be related to other 
sociological causes. Religion as a theoretical or prac-
tical study interfere the lenst with scientific furthera-
nce and progress. If the Muslims take back science into 
the folds of their own system of thought an exp>ansion 
and development can visualised without any restrictive 
effects. 
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The developinent o£ Islamic science helped to 
evolve a modern outlook In the Islamic world and enabled 
Muslins to formulate the historical, social, rphllosophlcal 
prlnlclples scientifically. Thus they provided an Intellec-
tual background to modern science at the same time contri-
buted to develop a critical approach towards western 
science among modern Muslim In the light of Islamic 
scientific heritage. 
During this early period of Introduction of 
western science into Islamic world the traditional Muslim 
scholars kept away themselves. Their criticism was based 
on the principle of faith and not that of Intellectual 
arguments. The traditional Muslim scholars did not carry 
out Intellectual discussions which their fore fathers 
relished and presented In Basra, Baghdad and othctr centres 
of learning hundreds of years ago. Islamic science Is 
reaffirmation of the principles of Graceo-Hallenistic, 
Persian and Indian sciences In the frame work of Islamic 
revelation along with new discoveries made by them. The 
orthodox Muslim scholars Ignored this aspect of modern 
science that came back, to the muslim world throu^ rh the 
west and consequently deprived themselves from thielr 
ovm rich scientific heritage. They desired to defind and 
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save the ir consezrvatlve perspective of the Isleunlc 
* 
heritage and culture from the on slaught of >fest«rn thought. 
As a r e s u l t only a few of them agreed to accept the 
empirical p o s i t i v e sc iences as unavoidable part of know-
ledge and rea l i sed that sc ience Is part of an orqanlc 
whole. This shortcoming I s the ultimate cause of the delayed 
Introduction of western sc ience and technology Into the 
Islamic world. 
Mow the question ar i se s what the Islamic world 
should do In the context of modern sc ience . This type of 
s i tuat ion should not be new for the Islamic scholars . 
The early Islamic conmunlty has already faced, v l s - a - v l s 
the Oracco-Alexandrlan, Persian and Indian sc i ences . 
To face a s imi lar challenge the present day Muslim could 
e a s i l y learn from the e f f o r t s and d irect ions taken by 
the ir ancestors . 
^t could be argued by some that the present s i t u a -
t ion I s not analogues with the past . The di f ference 
l i e s f i r s t l y In the fact that I s In the second/eighth 
and third/nineth centuries sc ience was not related to 
power, no armies or dangerous technologies were conse-
quence of Arls tot lean physics , the ZlJ-1-shahryar of 
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Persia or the Sindhlnd o£ the Indians. The challenge 
was intellectual only and was not related to power 
struggle. Modern western science aims not only at the 
intellectual change in its theoretical framework but is 
inegral to the power and economic structures« which 
continues to threaten the Integrity and the wholeness of 
the Islamic world. Secondly, the theoritical structiires 
of modern science are in a perpetual flux whereas the 
sciences of antiquity, faced by early Islamic scholars did 
not have to contend %fith this pace, therefore a slow 
absorption of them enabled Muslims to make contributions 
of lasting value for the human heritage as a whole. 
Euclidean geometry was studied by Al-Biruni and Al~ 
Uqlidusi and Aristotelian physics was criticized by Ibn-
Sina. similarly the physics of stagiritc was criticized 
by christian scholar John Philoponos. itiis resulted in 
developnnent in the 19th and 20th centuries of new geo-
metries that were progressively used by the founders 
of modern science and physics. 
It is therefore necessary that Muslims must first 
study the modem sciences in depth. In the words of Prof, 
Nasr t 
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"Therv raust h% aclentlsts with a Muslim inte-
llectual framework, a strong faith and Intellectual as 
well as emotional attachment to the Islamic world view 
who will know allthe branches of modern sciences 
whether it be mathematics, chemistry, biology, botany, 
zoology, medicine etc, and all the newly created fields 
which are related to these older disciplines. They must 
have not only derivative and secondary knowledge of these 
fields but be able to reach the frontiers of these dis-
ciplines where alone can a new step in the direction 
o£ a science developed according to an Islamic paradigm 
to be taken* Muslim thinkers must be able to speak with 
an authoritative voice in the modern science before * 
being able to criticize these sciences and transform 
them in accordance with the Islamic perspective. There 
must also be Muslim thinkers who will be able to master 
in depth the philosophy and methodologies of modern 
science by going to the roots, at once historical, 
philosophical and sociological of modern science. Such 
scholars must be veritable occidentallsts, who know 
the western intellectual tradition deeply and who are 
able to understand the nature of modern science to the 
same extent as do the western critics of this science 
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with whose works Muslim thinkers must become well acqu-
ainted* Such scholars must also be deeply steeped In the 
Islamic Intellectual tradition and know western inte-
llectual history as Muslim thinkers not as second rate 
western thinkers without their own intellectual framework," 
And those who want to creat a paradigm within 
which to develop Islamic science must not simply imitate 
western science. These scholars must be well versed in 
the different schools of Islamic intellectual tr<idition 
without which development of modern Islamic science %#ould 
not be possible. Prof. S.H. Nasr remarks in an article, 
'*They must know the epistemology which is rooted in the 
Noble Quran and which has been developed in great ampli-
tude and depth by many generations of Muslim thinkers 
and in numerous schools ranging from the those of juris-
prudence to those of philosophy. They must know the 
Islamic concept of nature described so majestically in 
the Quran and the Islamic philosophy of science as 
elaborated by numerous masters of traditional Islamic 
thought,"^^ 
The non-cognisance of God is the root cause of 
dislocation in the teachings of science. One can not 
honestly claim that there are no problems in modern 
12 
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science and in claiming that modern science is *ilm' 
which is encouraged by Islam, The misuses o£ science 
creats problems such as ecological crisis, the danger of 
nuclear war etc. It is essential £or the survival of 
Islamic world to study modern science and criticize it 
in the framework of Islamic teachings and create a body 
of knowledge drawn from Islamic sources. A development 
of Islamic science requi-fes that earlier Islamic tradi-
tion with its philosophy and history be fully revived. 
Modern sciences must be taught at all levels of education 
"Islamic world must be use all the intellectual energy 
available to it to know this science in depth a}id in its 
relation to religion, philosophy and social forces, to 
criticise the promises and conclusions of this science 
in the light of the teachings of Islam and flnal'ly to 
creat an Islamic science which ideally would intisgrate 
all that is positive in the modern sciences into Islamic 
world. The result would be a science which, while incor-
porating all the factual discoveries of modem science, 
vrould relate these facts to higher principles and would 
remain atrare of the ultimate cause of all things which 
is God, A science which would affirm rather than neglect 
Unity or tawhid and the purposefulness of all creation 
for as the Quran asserts, "Thou hast not created this 
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In vain (IIIi l9l).'»^  The Islamlzatlon of science cannot 
ta)m place except by the Integration based upon criticism, 
assimilation and rejection of various elements o£ the 
existing sciences Into the Islamic Intellectual universe 
science In Zslamac requires another frame work than the 
existing scientific paradigm In which the conception of 
tawhld of unity plays a supreme role and In which every 
particle of bhls universe Is created for a purpoe<» 
according to the will of the Creator* The decandeiit 
effects of secularism of modern science prevents isclence 
from adopting epistemologleal principles which lead to 
an Intellectual universe where knowledge Is not divorced 
from the sacireda where every form of knowing participates 
to an extent In the sacred form of knowledge and whose 
paradigm Is the knowledge of Allah. 
Language Is an Important factor forthe para-
digm of Islamic science* The ^slamlc science needii 
to be created for evolving scientific vocabulary In 
Arabic Persian* Turkish* Urdu and other language of 
peo|>le. This valuable effort must be taken Into account 
In the process of Islamlzatlon of science. In true sense 
le^ a^mlc science Is to be created not only by the mastery 
• i '1 
of modern sc ience and philosophy of nature but a l so 
I t must coin equivalent terminologies m the various 
Islamic languages. 
Islamic scxence does not mean a bxlnd and 
fanat ical opposition to modern science as H&B tht> 
case with Muslim s c i e n t i s t s during t\\» past c®nt';.ry. 
There should be an open debate beti^ ^een th® ^fsrtt n 
s c i e n t i s t s and those who want to create an -•Blfi?'in 
science• 
For the Islamic world facing th^ problera c? 
modern s i l e n c e i t i s e s s e n t i a l t o be aware of co!>raco 
ted s ide e f f e c t s and necessary to make d l s t i n c t i c n 
between sc ience and technology. I t Is to be rejne^bercd 
that Immediate technological problem wi l l not s.. '. ^ 
the problem of science because science i s theory rtid 
technology i s i t s appl icat ion . The western counti." sa 
have ample f inancia l resources to spend on pun^ r . a°-
t l f i c research without bothering on immediate 5 .o t lns 
of t h e o r i t i c a l i n v e s t i g a t i o n s . In the ssims 'HS.TC -^  -
Islamic world needs t o c u l t i v a t e modern scleitctn in tbe lr 
pure form to rekindle the ir laipp of proud t . t a r ' l f : n£ 
s c i e n t i f i c research with a view to eventually -^ Iv^ g at 
a break th'rough in s c i e n t i f i c and tccl«jt^log.lc^l f i e l d s . 
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and i£ pos8lbl«« outshine international and intexcontl-
n«°>n.tal competitors in these fields. In the coursci o£ 
time, Muslims will have to branch out to all fields of 
scientific inquiry, although the contemporary efforts 
in some quarters to apply the latest scientific methodo-
logy to Islamic pharmacological and medical sciences is 
highly iielcome to begin with. 
if the Islamic world is genuinely concerned about 
the development of science, then both the governmental 
and private institutions will have to land massive support 
to develop theoretical and pure research in the perspective 
of modern science. Besides, they will have to develop 
intensive as well as extensive critique of modern science 
to clearly bring out the features characterising a hypo-
thesised Islamic science as against a supposedly un-
Islamic or non-Islamic science oriented to and inspired 
by materialistic and secularistic motivation and consi-
derations. 
The truth claims comprising the theoretical 
structure of modern science have been arrived at through 
the application of a vigorous scientific methodology. 
However,' the consequent scientific and technolbijical 
achievements have brought the modem civilization on the 
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brink of a catastrophe. Therefore, the Muallma will 
have to demonstrate their leadership role In giving 
a positive direction to the on going scientific inquiry! 
"Muslims must first of all assert their own philosophy of 
nature as stated so beautifully and forcefully on nearly 
every page of the Quran, and in the light of this philo-
sophy of nature provide the necessary criticism of 
modem science never confusing the theoretical limitations 
of this science with its unethical applications or 
divorce front ethical considerations. Then Muslims must 
seek to create their own science by incorporating what 
Is positive in modern science into a world view where God 
neighs supreme, whose all causes are ultimately related 
to Him, where there is no realm of secularity Independent 
of His, law, where every phenomenon reflects the wisdom 
of the Greater and Is a sign or ayah of the Bestower 
of all existence*.^ 
Muslims will have to further demonstrate that 
the problems created by modern science can be solved in 
a society where the philosophy of Tawhld is propounded 
If^tlonally and Sharlah Is applied fully with creative 
vision but not mechanically. This also entails a %*ell 
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developed critical evaluation o£ the existing scientific 
view of the universe• The whole Islamic tradition whose 
irorld view is rooted in the Quran can serve as an alter-
native paradigm to critize the philosophical foundations 
of modern science. 
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CHAPTER - H I 
PART - A 
(A) A q T i T a l • u r v y of • c i e n t i f l c d a v l o r m c n t i n 
h i s t o r i c a l P e r s p e c t i v e 
The problem of I s l a m i c s c i e n c e as we have 
d i s c u s s e d i n the foregoing chapters has been approached 
by d i f f e r e n t sch::!lars i n d i f f e r e n t ways. We have 
d i s c u s s e d some of the important vle%rs on t h i s i s s u e a t 
some l e n g t h . Hotrever, nothing can be claimed t o be 
f i n a l wi th regard t o any s c h o l a r ' s view about I s l a m i c 
s c i e n c e . In the present c h a p t e r , we propose t o draw 
some c o n c l u s i o n s from the e a r l i e r d i s c u s s i o n and a l s o 
t r y t o c r i t i c a l l y e s t i m a t e v a r i o u s t e n d e n c e i s i n t h i s 
regard. 
While d e a l i n g with I s l a m i c phi losophy of s c i e n c e 
we have n o t i c e d t h a t a n a t i o n a l or s c i e n t i f i c th ink ing 
e x i s t e d i n I s lam from i t s b e g i n n i n g s . We can say that 
Is lam. I s the f i r s t r e l i g i o n i n human h i s t o r y that 
encourages s c i e n t i f i c th ink ing i n c o n t r a s t t o 6i:her 
r e l i g i o n s . The Qxiran I t s e l f has repea ted ly emphiisised 
the Importance of reason , f o r , which s e v e r a l teirms are 
used such as *aq l* , Tadabbur, Ta ' sqqu l , Tafaqqal e t c . 
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Similarly, as Iqbal has pointed out the Quran £or the 
first time in the history of religions, asked Muslims 
to make use of observation and experiment, the basic 
principle of scientific induction. The tradition has also 
equally emphasised the importance of learning and 
exercise of intellect in order to read the signs 
*Ayat of Allah every where manifest in nature. In the 
medieval period the christian dominated Europe was totally 
dark. The christian west was under the grip of the 
church. They did't have any freedom of thought. So it 
were the Muslims who were the torch bearers of modern 
scientific temper and culture. Their activities in 
studying Science and arts exceeded those of any other 
nation. So the christian west was obliged to get training 
from the Muslim scholars at that time because there 
was no other option available. 
The history of science t£lls us that in the 
pre-chrlstian era science attained splendour in Greece, 
then it was transmitted to the Muslims. And through 
Muslims it was transfered to Europe. Whatever the 
scientific progress, Europe has made today, basically 
is indebted to the writings of Muslim philosophers and 
scholars. Today the European material progress is due to 
18 
science which is teemed as European renaissance. In the 
entire history of the world, science has been passed in 
the hands of three civilizations one after anothen 
The Greeks* the Muslins and the Europeans. No dovibt 
Egypt* Syria, Persia. Iraq, India and China had also 
some contribution to science but their contribution 
could exercise little influence on the development of 
modern science, which is directly under the impact of 
Muslims works in various natural, social and applied 
sciences. 
The development and modern research In mathematics, 
especially geometry, algebra and logarithm Is directly 
inspired by the essence of the Islamic culture. The 
theory of number, borrowed from Indians, was intcsrpreted 
by Muslims in terms of tawhld (unity). God is one; hence 
the number one in the series of numbers themselves is 
a ladder by which man ascends from the world of multi-
plicity to the one. The science of number Is the root of 
all the sciences, the element of wisdom, the origin of 
the divine sciences. Al-Khwarlzme, one of the great 
mathematicians of the world, who first invented the use 
of zero in arthematic and invented a systematic number 
theory. In the field of geometry Al-Kuhi's contribution 
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±8 no doubt very appreciable. Mathematics has played a 
great role In the development o£ science In Islant and 
also in other aspects of Muslim civilization, without 
mathematics the development of science has never been 
posilble* Vfe may say that the mathematics is the back-
bone of all sciences. In practical life, mathematics is 
of essential use. The Muslim contribution to this subjects 
Inthe medieval period Is one of the greatest acKLevements 
of the %forld. 
In astronomical sciences the medieval Muslim 
scientKtattoo contributed a lot. They built up 
observatories and many renowneded astronomer fran 
different parts of the world worked in the field of 
astroncmlcal science under the guidance of Muslim 
astronomers. Fran their observations they expound the 
theories about rising and setting of the heavenly bodies 
and the rotation of the earth which were not known till 
that time. One of the greatest observatories at that 
time *Ulugh Beg observatory* at Samarquand compiled an 
independent star catalogue, which is known as 'Ulugh 
Beg table*. Al-Birunl is one of the greatest astronomer 
of the medieval time. He was the first to point out that 
the earth rotates around its axis. No doubt in this field 
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the Muslim works were the roots of modern astronomy. 
At that time the musllro astronomers Introduced the 
basic concepts about the earth and the heavenly bodies 
which helped the future development of astronomical 
s c i e n c e s . 
In the medieval period one of the greates t 
achievements and most f ru i t fu l contributions to nclence 
was the development of medicine. The Muslim physician's 
work gave a new l i g h t In th i s f i e l d . Such great ptiyslclans 
as Al-Razl, Ibn-Slna etc* wrote s i gn i f i can t books In the 
medical f i e l d . Not only th«y wrote books on medical 
sc ience bu't a l s o they taught the ir pupils the method 
of d iagnos i s , the properties and e f f e c t s of drugs. The 
use of surgical operation and a l s o contributed r i ch ly to 
develop psychological research as an e s s e n t i a l part of 
medical s c i ence . They recorded how medical students 
could be trained both theore t i ca l ly and prac t i ca l ly 
the f i r s t time they Introduced s i x month Internship for 
medical s tudents . Ibn-Slna wrote an anatomical work 
"Al-Qanun" that t#as taught in the European Univers i t i es 
upto seventeenth century. In medical sc ience the Muslim 
contribution was immense. No other nation had achieved 
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80 much sophistication in medicine upto that time. The 
Muslims gave the foundation for the future development 
of medical science. Thus we may say that todays medical 
science is based on the researches of the medieval 
Muslim physicians. 
Physics is one of Uie important branches of science 
for the progress of modern civilization, physics played 
an important role. In the medieval period the Muslim 
physicists developed it on experimental basis. Ibn-al«-
Haitham* was one of the great physicists of his time. 
He worked on the theory of light. His famous theory in 
optics is still taught to the students of physics. 
Specially in optics the Muslim contribution enourmously 
high. His analysis about the vision and function of eyes 
has been superb. He wrote books on physics. Thus the 
credit goes to the medieval Muslim physicists who • laid 
the basis for the advancement of physics. The m«!dieval 
Muslim physicists laid down the foundation of experimental 
method in physics. 
Chemistry Is one of the most important subjects 
tod«yo In the medieval period the Muslim scientists 
develcpsd it. Jabir bin yeyyin was one of the leading 
names in chemistry in the medlaval period who prepared 
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inorganic acid. The medieval musllms not only developed 
chemistry on the experimental basis but they also wrote 
books on the method of chemistry.That methodolo<}y is 
not applicable today in chemistry. Hovmver, they gave 
the idea of a proper scientific method which the modern 
chemists further developed in the contemporary form. 
Thus the iforks of medieval Muslim chemisi:s served 
as a starting point for the subsequent developments of 
chemical investigations. 
In geography, the medieval Muslim contribution, 
as mentioned earlier, was very important for the later 
development of this stibject. The medieval Muslims gave 
especial attention to geographical explorations and built 
it on the scientific basis. The muslim geographers 
produced many mape which were followed for a long time 
by the west also. In this field, the medieval Muslims 
did ^ot of work and they also framed guidelines to 
modernize this subject. The modern goegraphy may be 
said to be an extension of t>w) Muslim contrlbutiDn this 
field in medieval times. 
Seyyed Hossein Nasr, is one of the contemi>orary 
pioneers in the field of Islamic philosophy of science. 
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He points out that Islam I s a conplete way o£ l i £ a . 
According t o him Islam coiphasized t o c u l t i v a t e every 
aspect of knowledge* Be£ore the advent o£ Islam, the 
Arabs were unc iv i l i s ed and uncultured and t o t a l l y out 
o£ touch with the world. Islam brought th«»n out of the 
depths of darkness* After the advent of Islam* they were 
involved i n the multifarious i n t e l l e c t t i a l a c t i v i t i e s . 
The Quran i t s e l f teacher to explore and arrive at rational 
conclusion from what i s real* The Qui^ ah encompasses every 
f i e l d of knowledge from s c i e n c e , to morals and p o l i t i c s . 
I t i s they du<fty of man t o learn the Quran and take lessons 
from i t * Khatever the modern c i v i l i z a t i o n has achieved 
i n the name of sc ience poses a threat to c i v i l i z a t i o n 
i f i t i s not used from humanistic and s p i r i t u a l p^int of 
view properly* Man needs not necessar i ly be against modern 
science but value of sc ience must be Judged in the l i g h t 
of the Quran and the Kadlth that embody a universal 
sp i r i tua l world* Outlook based upon the doctrine of 
imity (Tawhid)* 
The west through that the modern sc ience was 
the only val id sc ience of nature. But i t i s only now 
*^en horrors of modern war technology and the ecologica
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d i s a s t e r s brought about by the applicat ion of modern 
sc ience that the people have s tarted thinking abotit an 
a l ternat ive mode of s c i ence . The f a u l t i s not of modern 
science* i t i s the faul t of those who brought about 
unprecedented a l i enat ion of man from Ood and natuire and 
from himself by taking recourse to mechanistic world-
view. 
There are so many people in tha west i t s e l f who 
are trying t 6 formulate an a l t ernat ive mode of sc ience . 
Prof. S.H. Nasr pointed out for the f i r s t time that 
Islamic sc ience may serve for an a l ternat ive to western 
sc ience . Here i s what Prof. Nasr has to say regarding 
Islamic sc ience i 
"In the context of Islamic s c i ence , values must 
be Judged i n the l i g h t of Blessed Quran, i t s teaching 
above nature and roan's role as the custodian of nattire 
and the ult imate purpose of a l l knowledge, with a view 
to creating sc ience to Islamic character one needs to 
know t (a) sacredness of a l l i lm, (b) hierarchy of 
knowledge which places the knowledge of Ood above any 
sc ience of His creat ion , (c) interre latedness of a l l 
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orders o£ reality* (d) sacred character o£ the 
phenomena of nature as the sign o£ Ood* (e) nature's 
participation in the Quranic revelation, and <f) the 
domination o£ vertical cause or the Divine will over 
all horisontal causes without the negation of these 
subsidiary causes." 
CHAPTER - III 
PART - B 
(b) OONCLUSZONS AND CRITICAL REMARKS 
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CHAPTER - III 
PART - B 
(B) Concloslona and critical remarks 
Her* criticim of the %«e8t and the defence of 
the Muslim civilisation does not provide a sould foun-
daticm to Zslamlc science. Muslims write and talH in 
unequivocal terms about the excellence they had once 
achieved in different, fields of science. But it is a 
fact that every civilization has produced extraordinary 
scholars ifhose contribution to different fields of 
knowledge is undeniable. The huge literature available 
on other civilizations is not carefully studied before 
overstating the scientific glory of medieval Muslim 
civilization. Muslims had undoubtly achieved excellent 
results renowned in such sciences as medicine astronomy* 
geography and mathematics. The medieval Muslim civiliza-
tion had produced the best of physicians (Tabibs). The 
%rell known physicians resided in the big cities only. The 
contemporary Muslim writings make p>oeitive declaration 
about the beautiful Muslim cities, gardens and hospitals 
and give information about public baths and libraries. 
But they are unaware what Muslim have ignored. According 
to Zbn-Khaldum. "Muslim did not show adequate awareness 
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of their environment. They did not pay attention to town 
planning* The small towns and cities were totally neglec-
ted. The only environmental factor the Arabs considered 
before establishing a settlement was the availa)tfbility 
of pasture land for their camels. Other necessary factors 
like the availability of arable land* water resource, 
* 2 
topography, were not considered.** 
The famous scholars of Muslim philosophy have 
claimed that the Muslims lived in harmony with nature 
and left to themselves, they would have continued to 
live in harmony with nature. Unfortunately, their 
civilization could not mature to its natural climax due 
to the invasions of foreigners and the intervention of 
external pressures. But this claim is irrevalent because 
environmental disturbance is directly related to the 
population growth. No doxibt Islam has taught the funda-
mentals of environmental awareness but Islamic values 
and its world view had shown the signs of decline after 
the Sahabah period. It is disputable to say that the 
medieval Muslim civilization lived in harmony with nature. 
They too were utilizing old system of natural rosources. 
They used wood for their domestic and industrial purposes, 
#|.fcHNt««h kWi 4»**«l H* ^hm^r i ^ i t M | » f . i o n w«r <»iiniil:4 T h e i r 
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dams axxl canals %«ouId have produced the same stress on 
the envlronnsnt as the modern hydel and Irrigation 
projects do. The dams would not have been necessarily 
favouring fertility of fields due to their trapped silt, 
erosion of river banks, spread of diseases to new lands 
brought under Irrigation etc. It vould also have affected 
the marine fishing on which depended the livelihood of 
many flshermsn. 
The Muslim civilization had small Industries of 
cloths, carpets, leather goods, paper dying, treating 
and tanning of leather and the manufacture of pai>er 
through chemical processes. Those Industries too produced 
waste which polluted the environment at that time sometime 
the pollution Is generated by purely non-Industrial 
factors. It may be due to human Interaction with mother 
nature, like the discharge of domestic waste, sewage, 
garbage etc. 
The contemporary Muslim writers have overlooked 
certain very Important csmmlsslons by medieval Muslim 
scholarship. The study of agriculture Is one of the 
most Important fields which the medieval musllm civiliza-
tion had neglected, other s^ iheres of activity neglected 
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are f i s h e r i e s anjimal husbandry, means ot transportation 
and conmunication, and homan behavioural sc iences and 
cra£ts e t c . 
The Muslims c r i t i c i z e the medieval Europe for 
her dogmatic a t t i tude against sc ience as Europeans 
executed several men of sc ience by the order of church. 
The Muslims blame the west for destroying the ir culture* 
heritage* valuable treasures of books and l i b r a r i e s e t c . 
However, they have not ta)cen note of the ir own f a u l t s . 
For example, the following paragraph w i l l show Muslim 
at t i tude towards Europet "Unforttinately the medieval 
Europe had gone too far in i t s inqu i s i t i ons in the name 
of r e l i g i o n and fortunately for the Muslims there i s to 
contradict ion between the empir ical ly proved s c i e n t i f i c 
fac t s and the revelat ions (Oui?an). This i s emphasised, 
about s ix teen times in Maurice Buca i l l e ' s 'The Bib le , 
the Quran and the science*• Because the reve la t ions are 
the words of Allah and the universe and i t s latfs are 
the wor)^  of Al lah, there can be no contradict ion between 
them."^ 
This i s true so far as i t goes. However, the 
i n t e l l e c t u a l as c r i t i c i s m of modem science by the 
muslim scholars i s q u a l i t a t i v e l y low as compared to the 
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western scholars* Nevertheless, the progress o£ science 
could not be stopped due to the criticism either launched 
by western or Muslim intellectuals. This is because 
science gives iomediate material benefits. The modern 
science grew napidly due to economic and political 
pressures. The use o£ science as a source o£ powtr 
coupled with materialistic ideology led to the phenomenon 
of industrial revolution which made it possible to cross 
the very ethical barriers ultimately challenging the 
very existence of humanity. 
On the other hands, nature has its own way of 
checks and balances. It punishs the modern man through 
irretrievable ecological disasters. Now, the world 
society has been in search of an alternative. The modern 
scientists demand a new approach to science.Some alterna-
tive theories did come up one after another. Some of 
them are practically related to the very scientific 
enterprise, while others are mere working systems such 
as Marxism. 
In science it is said that the falsification of 
a theory and emergence of a new hypothesis is a rule. 
Only few scientists have transcended the boundaries of 
9 1 
mat«rlal science to indlcate the Influence o£ morals 
on science and further advocate the elements o£ mysticism 
in i t . 
A new science based on Islamic perspectlviB came 
into being after that. Since then the epistemology and 
methodology of Xslanic science has been debated. '*Unfor-
tunately frcm the beginning the methodology of Ziilamic 
science was being explored in the medieval Muslim 
contributions. Though this is an urgent need of the 
Ummah yet the Muslims have fallen behind the West also 
in this respect. Scientists in the west have felt that 
the final solution of the world's malice lies in the 
epistemology and methodology of science in vogue. A few 
scientists like David Bohn Ilya Prigoglne, Rupert 
Sheldrake Karl Pribram have given new dimensions to 
western science and have shifted the emphasis of the 
emerging science of wholeness from epistemology m to 
experiments• ** In this way some minor changes in the 
framework and values may possibly be actuated but the 
xinderlying world-view remains physicalistic and mechani-
stic. Only the time can tell us how this new science 
will survive. In this context the development of a science 
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with Islamic perspective seeras t o be inev i tab le £or 
Muslims• 
Islamic sc ience i s one o£ the a l t ernat ive emer-
ging sc iences of the future . There i s a misconception 
about Islamic sc ience among Muslims and the western 
scholars . The Muslims and the western scholars were 
highly impressed by the writ ings of Al-Kindi, Al-Parabi, 
Ibn-s lna , Khawajah Masiruddin Tusi e t c . So the scholars 
of west and the Muslims expound Islamic sc ience from 
( 
I 
the writings of philosophers. But in fac t these phi lo -
sophers t^ere mostly r a t i o n a l i s t or had m u t a s i l i t e 
i n c l i n a t i o n . Many of them studied and practiced m\isic« 
astrology and magic which are e i t h e r prohibited or not 
encouraged by the Islam. Many of these philosophers 
did not know Oreek, they only depended on the trans la-
t ion of Greek material in to Arabic. "This squarely 
accounts for the shortcomings of Ibn-Sina*s %#ork. Al-
Razi did not be l i eve i n reve la t ions . Farabi dependend 
on pure reason for discriminating between good and 
bad. Al-Kindi denied divine a t t r i b u t e s . Ibn-Sina did 
not be l i eve i n "Maad Jismani" (ressurrect ion of body) 
No two Mmalim philosophers agreed with each other as far 
as source of knowledge was concerneO. For each of them 
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the sources o£ knowledge were d i f ferent l i k e nature, 
reve la t ion , God, reason etc.** 
The s igni f icance of Islamic values decreased 
i n the soc;iety, after the Banu Ymayyah inscribed the 
Caliphate. I t i s a fact that the mere observation of 
the basic pr inc ip les of r e l i g i o n by «« individual 
Muslim in a s o c i e t y i s not counted as having true 
Islamic world-view. Ibn-Rushd bel ieved that reward and 
punishment are given in t h i s world according t o the 
deeds of the people. I t was a thoroughly mistaken stand 
from the point of view of conventional Islamic theology. 
Certain commentators of the Quran (muffassirun) have 
a l so taken recourse t o non Islamic ideas and thus commited 
ver i tab le mistakes. I t was a periods of chaos and 
inadequate interpretat ions were forwarded whereby Muslims 
developed misunderstanding about Islam. A sc ience 
developed under such a chaotic world-view was influenced 
by other philosophies and re l ig ions b e l i e f s which was 
respcmsible for decl ining Islamic values . This can not 
be ca l l ed Islamic sc i ence . Neither i t was ca l l ed as Arab 
science because many of the s c i e n t i s t s and phlloaoptiers 
were non-Arabs. I t was nourished by the people who were 
not the idea l examples for Islamic values and mis inter-
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pr«t«d Islamic world-view* Most o£ the prominent %n:iter8» 
particularly orientalists believed wrongly that the 
methodology adopted by the Muslim scientists and philo-
sophers tms Islamic. Ho doubt there might be some contri-
bution based on islamic values such in the field of 
normative sciences like ethics. But it is very difficult 
to identify and generalise them. So it is not tlie 
rebirth of Islamic science the Uiranah is looking for. 
It may be the birth of the Islamic science which may be 
deemed as an alternative to the western science.. At this 
stage those who are preparing for shaping the science 
based on Islamic values must be very careful not to base 
their epistemology and methodology on examples derived 
from the writings of the medieval Muslim scientists and 
philosophers. The Islamic science's strtxcture should be 
based from the beginning on the Quran and the Hadith. 
One can refer the medieval scientists and their methods 
to find how far they developed a proper method for the 
empirical study. For Islamic science, there is a general 
agreement that the Muslim scientists should master the 
disciplines of modern science and also have a strong 
foundation in the Quran, Hadith, fiqh. Islamic history, 
cultiure and philosophy. 
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Zn rteent years the defects of materialistic 
approach o£ the west to%rards science has been increasingly 
exposed and the Islamic world view o£ the medieval 
Muslim is critically evaluated and revised various groups 
have come up to workout an alternative structure o£ 
science. Among the Muslim intellectuals the need to have 
an Islamic approach to science has been recently demons-
trated with great vigour and vision. The classical view 
of science as a quest for reality perhai^ s guards the 
Intellectual exercise of S.H. Nasr» the most prominent 
contemporary exponent Islamic science. Prof. Nasr has 
produced a brilliant Islamic critique of modern science 
and has successfully exposed the weaknesses of its 
philosophical foundations. However, the philosophy of 
Islamic science so produced by him to generate an 
alternative structure does enlighten the minds but has 
not clearly suggested the way out of the modern western 
approach to science. The main issues of Islamic science 
Is search for reality. Prof. Nasr very convincingly 
leads his reader to find solace in mysticism. The 
sufistlc philosophy of Islamic science so developed 
tends to change the point of view regarding things and 
events but fails to generate any substantial change as 
regards the approach, attitude and above all the methodology. 
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lalamlc scienc*, aiv against the %««stern science should 
be value oriented* The concept of a value orientation 
science has so £ar failed to convince the working scien-
tists on the viability of Islamic science as an alterna-
tive system•Anyway, Prof. Masr's contribution is of basic 
significance as no other critic in the Islamic world 
has so convincingly pointed out the shortcomings of 
modern science* His attempt may be considered as paving 
the way for the evolvi g of islamic :8cientific world-
view, and deserves to be taken up by both the Muslim 
philosophers and scientists in the area of physical, 
applied, normative and social studies. 
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